Corporate Case Study

An all-round treasury solution for
a new events business venture
Client Overview
Trivandi Chanzo is a worldwide event organiser and is a joint venture formed of members of the London 2012
Olympics Organising Committee.
Trivandi Ltd plans major events such as Fifa World Cups, Superbowls and the Tour de France. They
collaborated with Chanzo for the planning and delivery of the 5th Asian Indoor Martial Arts Games (AIMAG)
which took place in Ashgabat in 2017.
This project was particularly important for the partnership as it was a major event in Turkmenistan – a country
with little experience in delivering large-scale events. The event housed 5,500 athletes from 62 countries and
spanned across 12 days of competition.

The Challenge
Trivandi Chanzo needed an all-round treasury solution, to cover FX management and strategy to payroll and
all other currency requirements, which would enable it to plan its budgets for the two-year project abroad.
Trivandi Chanzo’s client paid in US Dollars and the business also received some remuneration in the local
currency. The business recognised it had an FX exposure and knew that there were plenty of challenges
ahead as it needed to transfer funds back to the UK. One of the first challenges was setting up a bank account
to trade on the project and receive payments from the client in an unusual place for business.
Trivandi Chanzo needed a solution which would allow it to receive monies from the client and transfer it into
the UK, while capitalising on the most optimum times to transfer to enhance profit. The large project was on
a small timescale and because of its nature, the team grew quickly, making the mechanics of the payroll very
important. At some points during the project, Trivandi Chanzo had approximately 800 employees that needed
to be paid in the correct currency by specific dates.

Our Solution
Global Reach granted a credit line using the available financial information and projections a new partnership
venture can provide to allow Trivandi Chanzo to bid on the project. From there, Global Reach implemented
a strategy which transferred Trivandi Chanzo’s profit out of Turkmenistan in the Dollars they were paid and
created hedging solutions to ensure their projects stayed profitable, while also protecting their funds from
dramatic market shifts.

The Outcome
Trivandi Chanzo were able to not only win the contract, but also see it through to successful completion.
Global Reach facilitated the two-year project by putting a payroll system in place that converted the currency
payments and ensured employees were paid on time. Global Reach drew down the profits from the contract,
settled them in Sterling, and monitored reporting to make sure all employee commitments had been paid.
Additionally, Global Reach ensured all the FX reporting in profit and balance sheets were clear and completed
as the project came to an end. Now, Global Reach works closely with Trivandi Ltd on other projects.

We knew we had an FX exposure and therefore knew it was important to have Global
Reach with us to help us manage that risk and convert it into an opportunity. Having Global
Reach alongside us was very comforting and the service they provided was much broader than just FX
management. We felt really thankful for Global Reach, everyone was helpful, proactive, and positive. Global
Reach helped us get the project set up and established at a strategic level, as well as helping us manage
the day to day transactions of the operation and the exposure that comes with a big international project.
What we liked was that it wasn’t just a core FX business, and we were able to test other parts of the services
Global Reach offer, such as establishment, managing risk, and transaction.
– Paul May, Executive Director

If you would like to speak to one of our currency experts please contact us on 020 3465 8200
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